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them or.Q: Polymer: How to
control which CSS component is
applied Using Polymer: Is there a
way to control which CSS/Html

template a component uses? Say I
have a section of my code that

only works on certain
browsers/machines (for example
IE10, IE11, Chrome 31, etc) How
do I build the styles inside of the
section of my code to only apply

to the correct browsers/machines?
Does Polymer have any capability
to detect the browser, or does it

have to be hardcoded inside of the
component? A: To answer your

questions in order: Polymer has a
build() method that takes an

options hash as the last argument.
You can set the "usesLegacyDom"

flag which will apply the syntax
that was common pre-Polymer
2.0. You may want to go a step
further and compile this into a

custom build method that takes
browser information as an
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argument. This would allow you to
have more fine-grained control of
the compiled style. To elaborate a

bit, you can look up the list of
features and configuration options
in the documentation of polymer-
generator that you would need to

use. Atomically thin-layered
Ag(0.5)S(2) quantum dots:

spectroscopic and photophysical
characterization. Converting

individual S atoms to metal atoms
in crystalline materials forms a

new class of nanostructures called
quantum dots (QDs), which are of
great interest due to their diverse
properties. Herein, we present a
systematic study of the optical
properties of Ag(0.5)S(2) QDs.

Analysis of the materials structure
and composition via X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
atomic force microscopy (AFM)

and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
indicate a single crystallographic
phase of highly monodispersed,

50-100 nm thin films of
Ag(0.5)S(2). These films are highly
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absorbing, with a bandgap of 2.17
eV, in accord with the position of

the most
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